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ABSTRACT

Variable cam timing engines pose new questions for engine
control system designers. The cam timing directly influ-
ences cylinder air charge and residual mass fraction. Three
models that predict residual mass fraction are investigated
for a turbocharged dual independent Variable Cam Timing
(VCT) engine. The three models (Fox et. al. 1993, Ponti
et. al. 2002, and Mladek et. al. 2000) that all have real
time capabilities are evaluated and validated against data
from a crank angle based reference model. None of these
models have previously been validated to cover this engine
type.

It is shown that all three models can be extended to dual
independent VCT engines and that they also give a good
description of the residual gas fraction. However, it is
shown that the two most advanced models, based on a ther-
modynamic energy balance, are very sensitive to the model
inputs and proper care must therefore be taken when these
models are used.

1 INTRODUCTION

Air charge is important for engine fuel and torque control
while residual mass fraction is a crucial factor that limits
stable engine operation since it influences the combustion
variability. Therefore it is essential for the control system
to know the air charge and residual mass fraction, hence
models that are accurate enough are required. When cam
timing is used to its full extent existing control oriented
models for residual mass fraction and cylinder air charge
have the shortcoming of not covering the entire engine op-
erating region.

The three models (Fox et al. 1993 [1], Ponti et al 2002
[2] and Mladek et al. 2000 [3]) that are investigated in
this paper all predict residual mass fraction. The model
in [3] also predicts air charge. When it comes to applica-
bility the model in [1] is stated to be applicable for low to
medium engine speeds. In [3] no operating points where
the Variable Valve Timing (VVT) system has been active

are used in the estimating procedure. In [2] both VVT
and External EGR is used in the model but the model has
not been validated. None of these three models have pre-
viously been validated to for a dual independent variable
cam timing engine.

There is thus a need to investigate if the models can de-
scribe the residual gas fraction for dual independent VCT
engines and to validate them over the engines’ full operat-
ing range.

There are other publications that propose control and or
estimation algorithms for different types of VVT systems,
but the focus has been on the air charge and not on the
residual gas fraction. In [4] and [5] air charge for dual equal
and intake only VCT systems, that have moderate valve
overlap, is studied. In [6] the focus is on fuel injection for
the same type of engines as mentioned earlier.

The models

Model A, Fox et al. 1993 [1], is a simple generalized flow
restriction model created with physical insight. Two model
parameters are tuned to measurements or simulations of
residual mass fractions.

Model B, from Ponti et al 2002 [2], and Model C, from
Mladek et al. 2000 [3], are both based on thermodynamic
relations, e.g. an energy balance at IVC. They both require
measurement of cylinder pressure.

The reference model that is used is a crank angle based
multi-zone model. A reference model is necessitated by
the fact that it is very difficult to directly measure the
actual residual mass fraction in a production engine.

A straightforward validation of the residual mass fraction
from the reference model is impossible. Therefore the refer-
ence model is tuned and validated against measured cylin-
der and manifold pressures, temperatures and mass flows
through repeated simulations. Experimental data for the
validation is obtained from a four cylinder, turbocharged
engine with dual-independent continuously variable cam
timing.



2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Measurements have been obtained for 2000 and 4000 rpm
using six different air masses at 7 × 7 different cam posi-
tions. The span in air mass and cam position is chosen
to cover as much of the engine operating region as possi-
ble. Altogether 427 of the 588 possible operating points
are used because the engine does not produce work for all
combinations.

Intake and exhaust manifold pressures have been measured
using standard pressure sensors. Temperatures in exhaust
and intake manifolds are measured using standard thermo
elements and mass flow into the engine have been mea-
sured using the built in hot-film air mass flow meter. The
cylinder pressures has been measured with a resolution of
one crank angle degree. The number of cycles for each
measurement is more than 300.

3 REFERENCE MODEL

As reference model a crank angle based zero-dimensional
multi-zone model has been used. The model is tailored to
track the flows of fresh and burned gases during the gas
exchange period. It is built upon the method presented in
[7] that solves the in-cylinder differential equations.

In the reference model the engine cycle is divided into three
phases, gas exchange, compression and combustion. Dur-
ing the gas exchange and the combustion phase two zones
are used. During the compression phase however only one
zone is used.

The two zones in the gas exchange phase are used too sep-
arate the residual gas and the fresh charge. When entering
the compression phase the gases are instantaneously mixed
into one zone. In the combustion phase one zone is used
to track the unburned gases and the other is used to track
the burned gas. Combustion in modeled as a mass transfer
from the unburned to the burned zone.

Flow into and out of the cylinder is modeled by standard
flow restrictions with constant discharge coefficients and
the valves open areas are modeled by the geometries and
valve lifts from the actual engine. There are no dynam-
ics in the exhaust or intake manifold and heating/cooling
by the exhaust/intake ports is not considered. The fuel
that enters the model is regarded as well mixed and no
consideration is taken to charge cooling by evaporation.

In cylinder heat transfer is modeled using Woschni [8] with
constant wall temperature. For burn ratio the standard
Vibe [9] function has been used.

Thermochemical data for the model is obtained by using
polynomials fitted to calculations using the chemical equi-
librium program package, CHEPP, presented in [10]. For
cp and cv dissociation is considered but the specific gas
constant, R, is constant. The fuel used is isooctane.

Model parameters

Most of the parameters in the reference model is either
kept constant for all operating points or taken from mea-
surements in the specific point. The only parameters that
are free are the parameters in the Vibe combustion func-
tion.

A complete list of parameters and constants used in the
reference model can be found in Table 1 in Appendix B.

Fitting of Vibe parameters. The reference model is
fitted to measurements using a least square optimization
scheme. As residual the following measure is used

res =

√

√

√

√

(

mair,s − mair,m

mair,m

)2

+
∑

i

(

ps,i − pm,i − po

106 [Pa]

)2

where mair,s and mair,m represents measured and simu-
lated cylinder air mass per combustion. ps,i represents
samples of simulated cylinder pressure and pm,i represents
measured. po is the cylinder pressure offset that minimizes
the residual in each optimization step.

The parameters that are sough for are θs, θe and m in the
Vibe function. An initial estimate of these parameters is
calculated using the techniques presented in [11].

It has to be stressed that all other parameters in the ref-
erence model are left as constants or calculated from mea-
surements during the least square fitting. For example,
there is no fitting of heat transfer coefficients or tempera-
tures to make the residuals smaller.

Signal conditioning The data from the measurements
is resampled and the crank angle offset from TDC esti-
mated before the parameter fit. The crank angle offset is
obtained using the same procedure as when fitting the Vibe
parameters above. Here thermochemical data for pure air
is used instead of an air/fuel mixture and the Vibe pa-
rameters are kept constant while the crank angle offset is
free.

Accuracy of reference model

The reference model is used to obtain data for the other
methods since they are used exclusively on simulated data.
Even so it is interesting to see how well the reference model
describes a real engine. The results from comparisons with
measured data are found in Appendix B. The global agree-
ment is good considered that most of the parameters are
constants or measured values that are constant within the
estimation procedure.



4 THE EVALUATED MODELS

Model A

Model A, Fox et al. [1], defines an overlap factor (OF )
that measures the amount of overlap between intake and
exhaust valves. The overlap factor is then used as effective
area in a generalized flow restriction model. The model
has two parameters that need tuning. These parameters
are tuned to residual mass fractions from measurements
or simulations. The following quantities are needed when
using the model

– Intake manifold pressure, pim

– Exhaust manifold pressure, pem

– Engine speed, N

– Fuel air ratio, Φ

– Valve positions (which gives OF )

Computational scheme The key element in Model A
is the overlap factor which is defined as

OF =
DiAi + DeAe

Vd

(1)

where Di and De are the inner seat diameters of the in-
take and exhaust valves and Vd is the displacement volume
of the engine. Ai and Ae are the areas under the valve-
lift/crank-angle curves and are defined as

Ai =

∫ Li=Le

IV O

Lidθ and Ae =

∫ EV C

Li=Le

Ledθ (2)

where Li and Le are the intake and exhaust valve lifts
respectively. In this implementation Li and Le have been
calculated using the assumption that they are proportional
to the valves effective flow areas, i.e. Li ∝ Aeff,i

Di
and

Li ∝ Aeff,e

De
. Since the valve lifts in the calculation of Ai

and Ae are small this has little effect on the calculation of
OF .

Finally the residual mass fraction can be calculated using
the following expression

xRG = C1xRG
·
(

pem

pim

)( γ+1

2γ )
·
(

OF

N

)

·
√

pem − pim

+ C2xRG
· 1

λ · rc

(

pim

pem

)
1
γ

(3)

where C1xRG
and C1xRG

are constants that have to be fit-
ted to data from measurements or simulations. These con-
stants have been tuned to data from the reference model
and the results are shown in Figure 14 in Appendix C.

Model B

Model B is presented in [2] and is a simplification of Model
C. The model was originally used for an engine with ex-

ternal EGR and VVT. External EGR is omitted in this
implementation since the engine used lacks external EGR
capabilities. The key element in the method is an energy
balance at IVC. Using this energy balance the residual
mass can be calculated from the following equation

(mFC cv,FC + mRG cv,RG) TIV C =

= mFC cv,FCTFC + mRG cv,RGTRG (4)

as long as TIV C , TFC and TRG are known. Estimates of
TFC and TIV C are calculated using measurements of the
following quantities

– In cylinder pressure, pcyl

– Intake manifold temperature, Tim

– Air mass entering the cylinder, mFC

– Engine speed, N

A good estimate of TRG, however, is trickier and is there-
fore obtained using a correlation between TRG and mTot ·
N .

Algorithm The first step of the algorithm is to adjust
the cylinder pressure to the correct level. The reason for
this is that the pressure measurements system used have a
slowly varying offset. This adjustment is done by consider-
ing the cylinder pressure during the compression phase as
a polythropic process for which p·V γ is constant. A special
variant of this technique is used in [2] but since the model
is used on simulated data no compensation is needed and
therefore the description of this technique is left out.

The temperatature at IVC is calculated using cylinder pres-
sure at IVC, measured air charge, mFC , an estimate of the
residual mass fraction, xRG, and the following equations

mTot =
mFC

1 − xRG

(5)

RIV C = RRGxRG + RFC(1 − xRG) (6)

TIV C =
pIV CVIV C

RIV CmTot

(7)

In the next step the temperature of the fresh charge has
to be estimated. In [3] the estimation of the fresh charge
temperature for this model is discussed in detail. It is
stated that the heat flux from the walls to the fresh charge
is partly compensated for the fuel evaporating process.
Therefore, the fresh charge temperature can be estimated
using a polythropic compression from manifold conditions
to in-cylinder conditions.

TFC = Tim ·
(

pim

pIV C

)

1−γF C
γF C

(8)

When it comes to the temperature for the residual gas
other measures have to be taken. In [3] a correlation be-
tween mass flow and burned gas temperature at IVC is
used. The model is

TRG = −(C1TRG
· (mTot · N))C2TRG + C3TRG

(9)
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Ideal gas law (Equation (7))
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Energy balance at IVC (Equation (10))

xRG,i+1 = xRG,i

Output: xRG

Initial estimation of xRG

Total mass calcualtion
Equation (5)

Figure 1: Flowchart of Model B. Using an initial estimate
of xRG a new value can be obtained using Equation (5),(7)
and(10). Repeating this in an iterative manner a final
value of xRG is obtained.

where the three constants C1TRG
, C2TRG

and C3TRG
are

estimated using simulations. These parameters have been
tuned to data from the reference model and results from
the tuning are shown in Figure 15 in Appendix C.

Finally the new residual mass fraction can be estimated
using the energy balance at IVC in Equation (4)

xRG =
cv,FC(TIV C − TFC)

cv,RG(TRG − TIV C) + cv,FC(TIV C − TFC)
(10)

where the specific heat values at constant volume cv,FC ,
cv,RG and cv,IV C are the same as in the reference model.

Given an initial estimate of xRG and using Equation (5)–
(10) a new xRG can thus be calculated. The problem is
solved by fixpoint iteration and gives the final estimate of
xRG. The iterative process is summarized by the flowchart
in Figure 1.

Unfortunately the original fixpoint iteration does not al-
ways converge. In [2] this has been addressed and a stabi-
lizing scheme has been suggested. Instead of updating the
residual estimate with the new value in each iteration the
following weighting is performed

xRG,used = xRG,old +
xRG,new − xRG,old

2

Model C

Model C is presented in [3]. The key elements are energy
balance equations at two different points during the engine
cycle. Using these equations both cylinder air charge and
residual mass fraction can be calculated. In addition to
well known thermodynamic relations two approximations
are used to get estimates of the residual mass temperature
at IVC and the relative heat loss to cylinder walls at xb =
50%.

The model requires on-line measurements of

– In cylinder pressure, pcyl

– Intake manifold temperature, Tim

– Engine speed, N

Original Algorithm Model C uses much of the same
principles as Model B. As mentioned before Model B is in
fact a simplification of Model C. The difference is that the
fresh charge, mFC , is known in Model B but is estimated
in Model C. Equation (6)–(10) is thus the same for Model
C as for Model B.

One extra equation is needed to be able to estimate the
total mass in the cylinder, mTot, that was considered as
known in Model B. Energy balance at xb = 50% is therefore
introduced. The position for xb = 50% is estimated using
a burn rate analysis as follows:

1. The end of combustion is found by using the following
relation caBE = argmax(p · V 1.15) + 10.

2. Weighting values are calculated so that the final xb

will be 0% at start of combustion and 100% at end
of combustion. The weighting values are

ṕCS = pCS

(

VCS

VTDC

)γcomp

ṕCE = pCE

(

VCE

VTDC

)γexp

(11)

where γcomp and γexp are the polythropic indices
for compression and expansion phases respectively.
Their values are set to 1.32 and 1.27, as suggested in
[3].

3. xb is then calculated as

xb =
p

(

V
VT DC

)γ(ca)

− ṕCS

ṕCE − ṕCS

(12)

where γ(ca) is equal to γcomp for ca ≤ caTDC and
γexp for ca > caTDC .

4. Finally the crank angle for xb = 50% is obtained
from the estimated xb.



The energy balance equation at xb = 50% is formulated as
follows

T̄50 =

∫ ca50

caIV C
pdV

mTotcv50
+

T̄IV CcvIV C

cv50

+
(1 − qCooling) · 0.5 · xc · (1 − xRG) · 1

1+λ·AFs
· qHV

cv50

(13)

where T̄50 is the mean gas temperature at xb = 50%,
qCooling is a factor describing the heat loss to the cylin-
der wall, xc is a compensating factor for incomplete com-
bustion, AFs is the stoichiometric air fuel ratio, λ is the
normalized air fuel ratio and qHV is the higher heating
value of the fuel.

Since qCooling is unknown it has to be estimated and this
is done using the following correlation

qCooling = C1qcool
· T̄50 − C2qcool

(14)

where C1qcool
and C2qcool

are constants that have to be
tuned to data from simulations. Values obtained for the
reference model can be found in Figure 16 in Appendix C.

Algorithm modification Using the cv,50 calculated from
the gas composition, i.e. calculated in the same way as for
the reference model, will not give accurate results when
using the energy balance in Equation (13) above. This is
because

∆U =

∫ T2

T1

cv (T ) dT = mcv2T2 − mcv1T1

only holds if cv (T ) is constant. Since cv (T ) ≈ cv1 +
cv2−cv1

T2−T1
(T − T1) for the typical temperature interval Equa-

tion (13) has been modified in this implementation. An-
other issue is that

∫ ca50

caIV C
pdV is negative up till TDC since

the volume is decreasing. Since work is added to the gas
during this period a sign shift is necessary for the equation
to be correct. The final expression is therefore

T̄50 = TIV C −
∫ ca50

caIV C
pdV

mTot(cv,IV C + cv,50)/2

+
(1 − qCooling) · 0.5 · xc · (1 − xRG) · 1

1+λ·AFs
· qHV

(cv,IV C + cv,50)/2
(15)

Finally, when T̄50 is known a new total mass estimate can
be performed. Since no dissociation is considered in the
reference model the gas constant for the composition is
straight forward to calculate and is equal to RIV C . Hence
the total mass in the cylinder can be calculated using the
relations

R50 = RIV C (16)

mTot =
p50V50

R50T50
(17)

Yes

No

Initial estimation of xRG

and mTot

IVC temperature evaluation
Ideal gas law (Equation (7))

xRG evaluation
Energy balance at IVC (Equation (10))

T̄50 evaluation
Energy balance at xb = 50% (Equation (15))

Total mass calcualtion
Ideal gas law (Equation (17))

xRG,i+1 = xRG,i

Outputs: xRG, mTot

Figure 2: Flowchart of Model C. Using an initial estimate
of xRG and mTot, new values can be obtained using Equa-
tion (7), (10), (15) and (17). Repeating this in an iterative
manner final values of xRG and mTot is obtained.

Complete algorithm The residual mass fraction, xRG,
can be calculated using an initial estimate of xRG and the
total mass in the cylinder, mTot, much in the same way as
in Model B. A flowchart of the process is shown in Figure 2.



5 RESULTS

Model A

Given the simplicity of Model A it performs rather well.
Looking at Figures 3(a) and 3(b) it can be noted that the
relative error is well under 70%. Studying the figures closer
however reveals that there are effects that are not captured
by the model since the errors have systematic content.
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Figure 3: At first sight the modeled residual fraction gives
a rather good fit to the reference. Studying the figure closer
however reveals that there are effects that are not captured
by the model (a). The relative error for Model A is well
under 70% (b). Given the simplicity of the model this has
to be considered as a good result.

The reasoning behind this conclusion is that if the model
captured all physical effects the error should look more like
noise and have no systematic content. Another issue with
the model is that it uses the square root of the difference in
manifold pressures in Equation (3). Since this value is not
always positive for a turbocharged engine problems arise.
It is not obvious how to include this into the model and
therefore these points have been left out from the estima-
tion.

Model B

Studying the residual mass fractions from Model B in Fig-
ure 4 it is evident that the model have some difficulties for
small residual fractions. A comparison with the relative
error for Model A in Figure 3(b) shows that the error is
even larger than for Model A.

Since the greater part of the error is an offset and a scale
error it is interesting to try and find the cause of the prob-
lems. Analyzing the method a number of observations can
be made.
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Figure 4: There is an offset and a scale error in the residual
mass fraction from Model B (a). Studying the relative
error for Model B shows that the relative error is as large
as 80% for small residual fractions (b).

The method relies on Equation (10). The equation is re-
peated here for simplicity

xRG =
cv,FC(TIV C − TFC)

cv,RG(TRG − TIV C) + cv,FC(TIV C − TFC)

Given the correct temperatures obtained from the refer-
ence model, the mass fractions obtained also agrees well
with the values from the reference model. It is therefore
concluded that the error lies in the temperature estimates.
Studying Equation (5)–(9) that leads up to Equation (10),
it can be noted that

1. TIV C is sensitive to errors in pcyl and it is therefore
important that the method of adjusting the measured
pcyl is chosen well. It is especially important that the
intake valve is really closed for the offset estimation
to work which poses interesting problems with a VCT
engine.

2. TFC is subject to charge heating from the cylinder
walls which has shown to introduce an error up to
about 10% in the estimation of TFC . This is not
included in Equation (5)–(9). Another issue is that
charge cooling is not included in the reference model.

3. TRG is obtained from a model that is not intended
for use with a VCT engine. See for example the re-
sult from the parameter tuning in the TRG model to
the residual temperature of the reference model in
Figure 15, Appendix C.
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(a) TRG and TFC from original model
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(b) TRG from original model and 10% increase in TFC
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(c) TRG from reference model and TFC from original model
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(d) TRG from reference model and 10% increase in TFC

Figure 5: Using the original model for TRG and TFC gives
a slight offset for small residual fractions (a). Adding a
10% heat effect on TFC completely removes this offset (b).
Using TRG from the reference model and TFC from the
original model makes the spreadage smaller but does not
affect the offset (c). Using the correct TRG and a 10%
adjustment to TFC however makes the method perform
very well. Note that the 10% heat correction is an ad
hoc value and hence may significantly contribute to the
remaining errors (d).

However, the TIV C estimate will be correct since the method
is used on simulated data. This is because there is no offset
in pcyl and that all other parameters in Equation (7) are
well known.

In Figure 5 corrected TRG and TFC estimates have been
used to illustrate the methods sensitivity to errors in these
estimates. The correction for TRG consisted of replacing
the modeled value with the correct value from the reference
model. For TFC a 10% increase to compensate for the
charge heating were added.

Looking at Figure 5(b) it is possible to see that a 10%
addition to TFC to compensate for charge heating solves
the immediate problems for the method. Figure 5(c) shows
that using the correct TRG has a much smaller effect on the
result even though the relative error in TRG is in the same
range. The error in 5(d), where both compensations have
been used, is even smaller. The important observation is
however that the method is more sensitive to errors in the
TFC estimates than errors in TRG estimates.

Note also that the remaining error in 5(d) is not only due
to model imperfections but also from the fact that the 10%
heat addition is not necessarily a good model of the heat
exchange. The heat addition may very well vary between
operating points.

In Figure 6 the relative error for the variant with 10% cor-
rection of TFC but with the original TRG from the model,
is shown. This represents a relative error that is obtainable
if the charge heating is included in the model. Note that
the errors are well under 30% except for one outlier and
that this is half the error of Model A.
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Figure 6: Looking at the relative error it can be concluded
that using a 10% heat compensation in TFC takes care of
the larger errors and takes the relative error down to a
maximum about 30%



Model C

Model C is the only model that gives both residual mass
fraction and total mass in the cylinder. Model C suf-
fers from the same problems with TFC underestimating
as Model B since they share Equation (8) and (10) with
each other. A 10% increase in TFC is therefore added from
the start.

As can be seen in Figure 7 Model C is quite accurate except
for a small offset in the mid range air flows.
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Figure 7: Total mass estimation using the TFC increase
works rather well for Model C. There is however a small
error for medium mass flows in (a). The relative error in
(b) also shows this dependence on airflow.

When studying the residual mass fraction instead, the model
behaves well as can be seen in Figure 8. The spread in
residual fraction is however larger than for Model B. The
only difference between Model B and Model C is that
Model C relies on its own mass estimate for the estima-
tion of xRG. A small error of about 6% in the mass charge
is thus, for some operating points, propagated through the
model to the estimate of xRG where it causes an error of
up till 50% extra relative error.

As with Model B the model has been used with the correct
values for correlated quantities, i.e. correct values of TRG

and qCooling. The results are shown in Figure 9 and 10.
The results are somewhat better than when using only the
charge heating effect but the errors in the mass estimate
still affect the residual estimate. Note that the 10% heat
addition only is an ad hoc correction to the TFC estimates
and thus that the remaining errors in TFC may be a major
contributor to the remaining errors in the xRG and mTot

estimates.
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Figure 8: The spread in the residual mass estimation using
the 10% increase of TFC is larger than for Model B (a). The
maximal relative error in (b) is about 75%.
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Figure 9: Using the correct values for qCooling and TRG

as well as the 10% increase of TFC eliminates much of the
error in the total mass estimate in (a). This also shows
up in the relative error in (b) which is now centered about
zero.
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Figure 10: Using the correct values for qCooling and TRG

together with the 10% increase of TFC still leaves a quite
large error in xRG (a). However, looking at the relative
error in (b) the maximal error is down to about 50%. Note
that 10% is just an ad hoc value.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Three models, that predict residual mass fraction which of
one also predicts air charge, have been investigated.

Model A gives good results right away considered that is
very simple. There are however effects that are not taken
care of and the relative error for small residual mass frac-
tions is as large as 70%.

Model B performs well on simulations even though it is
sensitive to the mean gas temperature at IVC, TIV C , and
the temperature of the fresh gas at IVC, TFC . The error in
temperature for the residual gas, TRG, that is introduced
by using the TRG model in Equation (9), does not however
significantly effect the xRG estimate.

Because of the sensitivity to TIV C and TFC proper care
have to be taken when applying the model to measured
data since for measured data large errors may be intro-
duced. Pressure measurements, air mass measurements,
charge heating effects and fuel evaporation effects are es-
pecially important.

Model C estimates the air mass charge well. However the
small errors in mass propagate to the estimates of the resid-
ual mass fraction that are affected in a negative manner.
This effect is coupled to the sensitivity to TIV C and TFC

in Model B.

The sensitivity to TIV C and TFC in Model B and Model C
introduces larger errors in the residual mass estimate than

the errors introduced by the qCooling and TRG models. The
issues with TIV C and TFC is the same for both VCT and
conventional engines even though the models for qCooling

and TRG works better for a conventional engine.

Proper handling of Model B and Model C is crucial for
good performance while Model A gives good results right
away.
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A NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations

EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation
VVT Variable Valve Timing
VCT Variable Cam Timing
IVC Intake Valve Closure
TDC Top Ded Center
EVC Exhaust Valve Closure

Used indices

IV C At Intake valve closure

CS At combustion start

50 At xb = 50%

BE At end of combustion

comp During compression

exp During expansion

RG For Residual Gas part

FC For Fresh Charge part

Tot Total

im In Intake Manifold

em In Exhaust Manifold

Special quantities

ps,i Sample i of simulated cylinder pressure
pm,i Sample i of measured cylinder pressure
po Cylinder pressure sensor offset
mair,s Simulated air mass per combustion
mair,m Measured air mass per combustion
T̄ Average temperature
AFs Stoichiometric air fuel ratio
λ Normalized air fuel ratio
Φ Normalized fuel air ratio
qCooling Heat loss due to cooling
qHV Higher heating value of fuel
xc Maximal combustion due to imperfections
pcyl Crank angle based cylinder pressure
cv Specific heating value for constant volume
cp Specific heating value for constant pressure
rc Compression ratio
γ Ratio of specific heating values (

cp

cv
)

OF Overlap factor
Vd Displacement volume of engine
N Engine speed in rps
Di Inner seat diameter of intake valve
De Inner seat diameter of exhaust valve
Aeff,i Effective flow area of intake valve
Aeff,e Effective flow are of exhaust valve
Li Intake valve lift
Le Exhaust valve lift
xRG Residual mass fraction
xb Burn ratio

Parameter Value Description

φim 1 [-] Intake manifold fuel air
ratio

Cd,ev 0.8 [-] Intake valve discharge
coefficient

Cd,iv 0.8 [-] Exhaust valve discharge
coefficient

Twall 470 [K] Cylinder wall temperature
pim (measured) Mean value of intake

manifold pressure
Tim (measured) Mean value of intake

manifold temperature
pem (measured) Mean value of exhaust

manifold pressure
Tem (measured) Mean value of exhaust

manifold temperature
C1,heat 1 Woschni heat transfer

coefficient
C2,heat 0.4386 Woschni heat transfer

coefficient
θs,vibe (estimated) Vibe start of combustion
θe,vibe (estimated) Vibe end of combustion
mvibe (estimated) Vibe shaping parameter
avibe 6.9 Vibe shaping parameter

Table 1 Parameters and constans for the reference model.

B REFERENCE MODEL

A list of parameters used when simulating the reference
model is shown in Table 1.

The reference model has been fitted to data from measure-
ments in a subsection of 7×7×6×2 operating points. Al-
together 427 of the 588 possible operating points are used
because the engine does not produce work for all combina-
tions. The operating point grid consists of 7 exhaust cam
phasings, 7 intake cam phasings, 6 airflows and 2 engine
speeds. The engine speed is 2000rpm and 4000rpm. The
span in air mass and cam position is chosen to cover as
much of the engine operating region as possible.

Results from fitting the reference model to these measure-
ments are shown in Figure 11. As can be seen the air
charge for the reference model gives a good fit to measure-
ments. The maximal relative error is about 20%. Since
there are only two different engine speeds it is possible to
see that the dependence on cam timing is large. It has
to be stressed that no other parameters than the param-
eters for the Vibe function are used in the least squares
optimization.

For completeness two simulated cylinder pressures are shown
together with measurements in Figure 12 and 13. The sim-
ulation in Figure 12 represents the best possible fit and the
simulation in Figure 13 the worst possible fit.
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Figure 11: The air charge for the reference model gives a
good fit although with some spreading (a). The maximum
relative error is about 20% (b).
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Figure 12: For the best case the accuracy of the reference
model is good. The small difference in peak pressure is due
to difference between the Vibe function and the actual burn
rate. Note that this is the case that gives the smallest mean
square error when comparing the measured and simulated
cylinder pressure over the whole engine cycle.
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Figure 13: For the worst case the simulated cylinder pres-
sure never reaches the same value as the measured signal.
This is due to the fact that the error in air charge is large.



C TUNING OF MODEL PARAMETERS

Tuning of parameters for Model A The correlation
for xRG in Equation (3), Section 4, is directly used in
Model A as the single most important component. The
equation is repeated here for reference

xRG = C1xRG
·
(

pem

pim

)( γ+1

2γ )
·
(

OF

N

)

·
√

pem − pim

+ C2xRG
· 1

λ · rc

(

pim

pem

)
1
γ

The parameters can be found by using a least square fit or
by studying the data in Figure 14. The parameters have
been fitted to:

C1xRG
= 0.4205

C2xRG
= 0.5869

Model for TRG The model for TRG in Equation (9),
Section 4, is used both in Model B and Model C. The
equation is repeated here for reference

TRG = −(C1TRG
· (mTot · N))C2TRG + C3TRG

Looking at Figure 15 there is little chance of getting a
good fit between the data and the model used. This is
not surprising since a VCT engine has been used instead
of a conventional engine as in [3]. For a VCT engine the
residual gas temperature, TRG, dependence on cam timing
is much stronger than the dependence on mass flow.

The model has been tuned to the data in Figure 15 with
the following values

C1TRG
= 0.0033

C2TRG
= −0.5483

C3TRG
= 1145.5[K]
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Figure 14: The constants C1xRG
and C2xRG

can be taken
directly from the figure or fitted using a least square fit.
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Figure 15: The correlation between mass flow and temper-
ature of residual gas at IVC is weak. The reason for this
is that the burned gas temperature varies more in a VCT
engine than in an conventional engine.

Model for qCooling qCooling is introduced in Equa-
tion (14), Section 4. The equation is repeated here for
reference

qCooling = C1qcool
· T̄50 − C2qcool

For qCooling similar problems occur as with TRG. This can
be seen in Figure 16. The model has been tuned to the
data with the parameters:

C1qCooling
= −9.0622 × 10−6

C2qCooling
= 0.0438
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Figure 16: The strong dependence of heat loss on mean
gas temperature does not hold for a VCT engine.


